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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the study of analyzing the English textbook of “Pathway 

to English” published by Erlangga, the writer can conclude that this 

textbook is good to be used for first grader of senior high schools that 

have started using curriculum 2013. This book fulfilled all the core 

competence and basic competence of curriculum 2013. It also applied 

the student centered teaching method which is the main concern in 

curriculum 2013. Apart from  that, the exercises given are attractive 

and applicable in the classroom. It exposes students to be an active 

learner all the time even though there are some minors incompatibility 

based from BSNP assessment about the detailed analysis in the lack of 

cultural diversity and completeness of presentation. English textbook 

“Pathway to English” is still acceptable to be used by school because it 

is more than qualified to be used in Curriculum 2013. 

B. Suggestion 

Based on the study of the textbook “Pathway to English”, the 

writer would like to give several suggestions to help in improving the 

quality of textbook and teaching quality. The suggestions for English 

teacher and Publisher are as follows: 

1. For Teacher 

In arrange to make strides the quality of instructing comes 

about for the instructor, it is built based on encounters and 

information on numerous angles in educating. The coordinated 

course reading with educational modules, the fittingness of course 

reading, and the materials within the reading material actualized 

within the classroom and numerous other ways to move forward 

the quality of educating and learning process are in instructor 

hands. Hence, educator must look for out the compatibility of the 
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textbook they about to utilize. As the book “Pathway to English” is 

the primary book that's accessible within the  advertise to fulfill 

wants of educational modules 2013 materials, this bookmet all the 

prerequisites and standard of a reading material in actualizing 

educational modules 2013. By utilizing this book in instructing ang 

learning handle, hopefully a great result is compromised. 

 

2. For Publisher 

As for distributer, in making and creating English reading 

material years of consider are required in arrange to form what 

their understudies require and their energetic ways of learning. In 

this manner, they have to keep recovering their ideas and move 

with the curriculums to assess the course readings frameworks 

which are very pivotal. 
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